Party information
Scarf painting is a great group activity that gets everyone in on the
fun. Your guests can be trained in 20 minutes, and can paint a scarf in
less than half an hour. Then it’s back to partying for about an hour while
the scarves dry.

Planning your party
Scheduling:
1. Call Paint a Scarf at 1-623-688-1702.
2. Specify the number of guests, date and location.
3. Decide how you want to pay
a. Organizer prepays for everyone (discounts available for
prepay, see next page)
b. Each partygoer pays individually
4. Organizer sends a deposit of $200 or 20% (whichever is smaller)
to hold the date.
Paint a Scarf provides:
1. All supplies and instruction. Guests choose from 4 designs
2. Floor coverings and aprons
Organizer provides:
1. A minimum of 10 painters @ $39 each
2. A suitable location with adequate lighting and space for painting
3. Any refreshments you may choose to offer
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How to pay for the party
Option 1: Organizer prepays for everyone
This is the simplest option. The organizer pays for a set number of
guests. The guests pay the host when they arrive.
Prepay parties qualify for discounts:
• Up to 15 painters = $39/each
• 15 to 30 painters = $34/each
• 30 or more painters = $29/each
Prepay party fees are non-refundable. For example, if you pay for 25
guests but only 20 show up there are no refunds. However, 5 your
guests will be allowed to paint an extra scarf, since you already prepaid
for those 5 scarves.

Option 2: Guests register and pay individually
We can create a special online registration link where your guests can
sign up and pay right from their computers or mobile devices. You
simply E-mail or text the link to all your guests and the party is on!
As the party organizer, you’ll be given a separate link that allows you to
view the guest list and see who’s signed up (and who’s procrastinating).
The price is set at $39/person (plus a small booking fee to cover the
VISA/MC transaction). There is a 10-person minimum.
Note: All private parties require a minimum of 10 painters, or $390
in revenue, to cover the cost of loading and transporting our van,
supplies, staffing, etc. Any shortfalls must be covered by the party
organizer.
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